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Overarching legal framework

Introducing the source concept and a changed national energy 
balance as a new product for a better signal that Vietnam does not 
only view its energy transition as an “energy switching exercise” 
between conventional and renewable energy sources

Viet Nam is one of the most dynamically growing countries in 
Asia, with its fast economic development closely linked to the 
development of its energy sector. 

The Vietnamese energy transition does not
mention energy efficiency as a source of energy
that can be generated and traded such as coal, oil,
natural gas, and renewable energy

The national energy balance of Vietnam does
not show the national energy efficiency of the
country
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Overarching legal framework shortcomings hampering EE 
financing no matter which mechanism is favored    



EE as the “First Fuel” of a nation 

Energy savings are always the “First Fuel” of a nation
The reason is simple and can be proven by comparison of the levelized cost of 

energy (LCOE) in Cts/kWh 
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No Fuel 
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No costs for sun

6 – 40 Cts/kWh
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Low hanging fruits

All sector have a sizeable potential of so-called “Low hanging fruits” 
measures that require very small amounts of investments or only a change 
of mind

Surveys among annually 5,000 industries in India to test the acceptance of 
the EE-Law have shown a consistent result: All EE recommendations with 
payback periods of 1 day to 1 year were immediately implemented and 
financed by 100% equity 

GIZ Vietnam supported 8 key energy user in 2017; within 2 years the 
industrial companies invested 360,000 USD in low hanging fruit measures 
which leads to investment cost of 4,5 Cts/kWh per saved electricity
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The hidden large achievements of EE&C in Vietnam 

Highly successful EE financing mechanism have been practiced for 
decades in Vietnam by EVN to reduce grid technical losses. Grids and 
their technical losses are the single largest electricity consumer.

A large annual EE potential realization has taken place through  
industrial modernization investments for the simple reason that 
few industry CEO asked the bank for an EE loan

The real issue is that EE financing products are seldom offered at the right 
time and place, to the right investor
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International experiences with EE financing mechanism 

Two successful extremes representing the two opposite 
sides of the bandwidth of EE financing philosophies 

Case-1: Republic of South Africa (RSA) 12-L Mechanism

Case-2: The Energy Conservation Act of India and its Super ESCO 



Comparison of legal framework and financing mechanism 

Legal framework: No EE law, no 
energy managers, no energy auditors, 
no strategies at all imposing EE on 
industry. Instead, income tax act. 

Financing mechanism: No public 
support or any assistance. Large  
industries invest based on their own 
and principal bank terms and 
conditions.   

South Africa (RSA) 12-L Mechanism

Legal framework-1: Very 
comprehensive EC Law covering 14 
energy intensive sectors, labelling and 
MEPS, as well as tough EM and EA 
examinations and certification.
Legal framework-2: Government 
introduced 2022 a voluntary carbon 
market and outlines pathway towards 
Cap-and-Trade System that looks 
similar to the EU trading system.

Financing mechanism: Established a 
highly successful public Super ESCO 
with a phenomenal growth in EE 
financing power 
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Energy Conservation Act of India



Comparison of further regulations 

Incentives: Treating energy savings of 
coal, gas, oil and electricity as a source 
of energy and procuring certified kWh 
saved at a published price of around  2 
Cts/kWh

Procurement Agency: South African 
Revenue Service (SARS) 

Stakeholders: Three ministries MoF 
(lead), MoEn and MoIT

Procurement: Tax incentives. No EE 
fund. No direct payments 

South Africa (RSA) 12-L Mechanism

Penalties : Never executed penalties 
for non-compliance.  

Stakeholders: The Bureau of energy 
(BEE) charged by parliament to 
implement the EC Act and the Super 
ESCO (EESL) 
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Energy Conservation Act of India
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a) National standard (SANS 50010) to quantify and certify kWh saved was developed and is 
strictly enforced   

b) Accredited expensive experts (M&V) applying SANS 50010 are required to quantify kWh saved 
energy

c) The same price is “paid” for a kWh saved of coal, gas, oil or electricity which results in EE cherry 
picking by industry to maximize EE return

d) Free riders that would have invested anyway and consider the tax incentives just icing on the 
cake are a problem that is accepted 

e) The government does not care who has prepared the energy saving recommendations and which 
quality it has. Only the report of the M&V expert counts.

g) The mechanism is 100% market driven. No Government intervention

h) Easy payment through established tax deduction procedures 

i) ….

South Africa lessons learned
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a) BEE demonstrated that given enough staff power and a clear mandate by the Government 
implementation of a 20-year-old EC law is still effective    

b) The serious EE financing shortcomings of BEE as a not-for profit Government agency was 
overcome by creating a super ESCO

c) The mechanism also demonstrates that involving the power utilities is essential, cost efficient 
and effective to spread EE technologies via utility managed DSM to Millions of customers.      

d) BEE had its fair share of problems with private sector ESCOs, underperforming energy audit 
firms and poor quality of EA reports.

e) The provision of mandatory certified EM employment through dedicated consumers was very 
well accepted and a success story because the demand for certified EM exceeded by far the 
requirement of the EC law until today 

f) The mandatory energy audits resulted in mock audits and only reinforced the EU experience that 
well qualified EMs are by far the better strategy to trigger EE financing compared to mandatory 
EA   

g) ….

India lessons learned



Key take-aways of the comparison for Vietnam (1)

There is a potential of EE measures with very high 
returns. In such a case an investor could care less 
whether a bank charges 8% interest or 10% 
interest, if the IRR is 20 %. 

An industry that produces e.g. cars must also prove 
to a lender that there is a market for cars at the 
sales price the producer asks for.

In addition, industry engaged in EE investments is 
facing a serious challenge of finding competent EA 
firms  that are capable to  recommend cost-effective 
EE measures.
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The believe that 
industry invests in EE 
measures because a EE 
financial product is 
offered by a bank that 
offers lower interest 
rates for kWh saved is a 
miss conception



Key take-aways of the comparison for Vietnam (2)
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A bank offering a EE 
focused financial 
product must at least 
also provide for the 
following mechanism to 
trigger and monitor 
energy saved

Empanel and pay a competent EA firm that 
prepares cost-effective  EE recommendations for 
the bank and not just for the client.      

Signs a loan agreement that includes the money 
already spent   

Empanel and pay  an independent M&V expert 
that quantifies energy cost saved

Invests an unusual amount of time and upfront 
transaction cost in an EE financial product as 
compared to other financial products it offers
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Thank you

Markus Bissel
Project Director 
markus.bissel@giz.de
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